MEMBERSHIP LIST

LA SOCIÉTÉ NATIONALE — $100,000+
Ben Manvel		Mitch and Becky Morgan	Dave and Linda Veldman

ORDRE DE FRATERNITÉ — $75,000 - $99,000
Paul and Chresta Brinkman	Kevin and Kristin Brinkman			Mark and Donna Kornblau

ORDER D’ÉGALITÉ — $50,000 - $74,999
Louis and Anne Abrons Foundation/
Judith Aranow	Larry and Antheresa Buckendorf	The Sampaio Family
								Kevin and Stacy Unger

ORDER LIBERTÉ — $25,000 - $49,999
Ray and Martha Bailey	Robert and Sarah Jones	Mendy and Mike Rushing
Rick and Denise Chapman	Doug Josephson and Renee’ Brunsting	Ken and Carol Severson
Dellenbach Family	David Katz	Sally and Bill Withers
Doug and Connie Dohn	Larry and Pat Kendall
Mark Goldrich and Gwen Hatchette	Brad and Tracy Oldemeyer
Doug and Jennifer Johnson	William and Susan Repasky

MEMBRES DE LA SOCIÉTÉ — $10,000 - $24,999
Steve and Deb Ackerman	John and Tharon Deakins	Connie and John Hanrahan
Kate A. Herrod and Richard S. Alper	Joanne and Tim De’Leon
Kathy Andrews	Tara and Kyle Doak
Katherine and Nathaniel Bartleson	Jerry and Marcia Donnan
Rick and Sally Brent	Aaron and Brandee Eide
John and Katherine Carroll	A. Christopher Fawzy
Edward and Libby Chang	Mike and Allegra Frank
Rhys Christensen	Josh and Jennifer Fyhrie
Jim and Lisa Clay	Andrew and Emily Goulday
Bob Cushatt	Greg and Sara Halac
Justin and Stephanie Davis	Don and Karri Ham

2 Anonymous

MEMBERSHIP LIST
MEMBRES DE LA SOCIÉTÉ — $10,000 - $24,999 (CONTINUED)

Jorgensen Family Foundation  
- Don and Jan Jorgensen

Patrick and Denise Juliana

Stephen and Kimberly Keen

Brett and Stephanie Kemp

Amy and Michael Kolczak

Ben and Katie Loeffler

Sonny and Carol Jo Lubick

Dan and Tammy Mackey

Doug and Cathy Markley

Kelly and Blake Mc Bartlett

John and Julie McBride

Chris and Teresa McElroy

Mark and Denise McFann

Doug and Terri Miller

Randy and Nancy Morgan

Doug and Wynne Odell

Dr. Karl and Heather Olsen

Chris and Holly Osborn

Chris and Julie Otto

Jason and Rachel Peifer

Daniel and Michelle Provaznik

Rojas Family

Brigitte Schmidt

Paul and Annah Schnaitter

Richard and Cathy Schott

Kevin and Kay Shrum

Todd and Shauna Sledge

Mark and Peggy Smith

Dorsi Smith

Tami Spaulding

Ed and Sherri Spraberry

Andrew and Jody Steger

Paul Armstrong and Heather Stickler

Alan and Kimberly Strope

Pat Stryker

Jane Sullivan

Chuck and Chris Ulfers

Adam Wahl

Beth Walker

Wynn and Karen Washle

Brandon Wells

Dr. and Mrs. Donald Wells

Robert and A-Young Woody

Joseph and Cheryl Zimlich

Jimmy and Karen Zuhn

Randy and Katie Zwetzig

10 Anonymous